BEST PRACTICES NOTES:

1. Geogrid length extended to 90% wall height or additional 3 ft (0.9 m) which ever is greater (Chapter 12.1)
2. Structures should be positioned 3 ft (0.9 m) behind the top course to allow proper overturning design (Chapter 12.2)
3. Fence posts within 3 ft (0.9 m) need to consider the local overturning forces applied to the wall facing (Chapter 12.2)
4. Proper lift and compaction of slope should follow geotechnical recommendations (Chapter 12.3)
5. Backslopes greater than 3:1 should include reinforcement in slope using grid lengths that match the standard grid lengths in the wall (Chapter 12.4)

* SEE BEST PRACTICES DOCUMENT CHAPTER 12.0 FOR MORE ABOVE WALL NOTES
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